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My Background: Music
Thought-Bird Song (1978)
Sumari                            English Translation
Enaji o J tumba                The birds outside my window 
Reset-il a baragey            Are your thoughts sent to me 
So tem responde              They come flying; fledglings. 

Mindscapes (2003)
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My Background: Science Ed.

What Makes Music?

Internet Learning
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My Background: Spirituality
The Seth Material as Catalyst
Channeling, Aspect Psychology, ICC
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NewWorldView Roots

Jane & Rob

Maude Cardwell

Stan & Lynda
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NewWorldView Roots

Reality Change

Seth Network Int’l.

The “Elias Kids”
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NewWorldView Roots

NWV.Com

Mary Rouen

Michael Steffen
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NewWorldView Roots
Sethnet Journal

Don Beck
Ken Wilber

Laurel Davies-Butts
Rob Butts
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NewWorldView Today
The First Conscious Creation Internet Portal!
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A NewWorldOverView
An emerging postmodern story is being 
birthed:

A new creation mythos
A new, postmodern spirituality/religion 
A revisioning of how we know the world and 
what constitutes evidence of truth
Worldview dynamics play a crucial role on 
all levels of social creation and co-creation
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What Does “Natural” Mean?
Framework 1

Mother Nature = external world
Nature of Personal Reality = internal world
Fundamental “Always Already” Perspectives

First Person (I) = Subjective, Internal
Second Person (You/We) = Intersubjective, 
Internal 
Third Person (It)= Objective, External
Third Person (Its) = Interobjective, External
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How Do We Know We’re Divine?

Deep intuitions, spiritual experiences, 
altered states for thousands of years

Shallow, translative, exoteric rules, rituals, 
dogmas, beliefs (3rd person)
Wider, transformative, esoteric, direct 
experience (1st person)

Conclusion: Spirit Exists!*
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What is the Perennial Philosophy?
Godfrey Leibniz (1646-1716), Aldous Huxley 
(1894-1963), Huston Smith (b. ca.1920-)…*

1. The physical field is not the only reality, because 
there is a nonphysical Source which is not usually 
perceived by the physical senses.

2. As long as we never experience this Source we 
live in a world of separation and illusion.

3. We can, however, learn to directly experience this 
Source, within and without, through the use deep 
intuitions or inner senses.

http://www.newworldview.com/library/glossary.html#Inner_Senses
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What is the Perennial Philosophy?

A Great Chain 
of Being 

Seth’s All-That-Is 
as a Multiverse

Frameworks 1, 
2, 3, 4…
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What is the Perennial Philosophy?

Conclusion of Great Premodern Traditions: 
Spirit or Consciousness with a capital “C” 
exists 
Our universe is a multiverse of nested fields 
of consciousness, most of which are not 
perceivable by the five senses or their 
extensions (telescopes, microscopes) alone
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Why are the terms Premodern, 
Modern, Postmodern Important?

Two Important Definitions:

1. To distinguish between different periods 
of Western history

2. To describe the development of the 
worldviews (belief systems) in those 
periods in distinct stages. 
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Why are the terms Premodern, 
Modern, Postmodern Important?

Periods of Western History:
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Why are the terms Premodern, 
Modern, Postmodern Important?

Three Broad Stages of Worldviews of 
Adults:

Premodern (religious, mythic)
Modern (scientific, empiric, rational)
Postmodern (relativistic, pluralistic, integral)

Key: we all start at stage one, don’t skip stages, 
can arrest along the way, no end…
Each stage can have healthy and pathological 
forms*
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Why are the terms Premodern, 
Modern, Postmodern Important?

Because worldviews build upon each other, 
it is critical that we mine the gems of 
wisdom found in premodern, modern, and 
postmodern periods of history and
worldviews. 
One way to do this is through an Integral 
Approach
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How Did Modernity React to 
Premodern Perennial Wisdom?

Descartes (17th cen.) reduced the idea of Causal 
Consciousness, found in all premodern religions, 
to a body/mind type of consciousness (with a 
small “c”) that science could measure
Newton (18th cen.) outlined the mechanical laws 
that governed this body/mind
Darwin and Wallace (mid 19th cen.) detailed 
biological evolution and natural selection that 
randomly produced this body/mind
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How Did Modernity React to 
Premodern Perennial Wisdom?

Students of William James in America and 
Sigmund Freud in Europe (early 20th cen.) 
codified modern psychology.
The consciousness of this body/mind was reduced 
to a byproduct of brain chemistry. Body in the 
form of quantum fields, DNA, genes, and 
hormones caused mind. 
Welcome to Flatland!

The value spheres are further splintered, not 
integrated
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How Did Modernity React to 
Premodern Perennial Wisdom?

Modern Science declared its way of 
knowing truth as the ONLY way (3rd

person, it/its, objects, surfaces, exteriors)
Scientism = the religion of science 
dominated the three modern value spheres
Evolutionism, a cousin, was also spawned. 
It became the official “myth” or 
explanation for consciousness
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How Did Modernity React to 
Premodern Perennial Wisdom?

Today we have Creationism, Scientism, 
and Evolutionism institutionalized as the 
officially accepted reality
We still have premodern (traditional) and 
modern worldviews competing for 
dominance

E.g., Intelligent Design Movement
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How Did Modernity React to 
Premodern Perennial Wisdom?

Scientific method, rationality are limited to 3rd

person perspectives, but important!
Need to include 1st (I) and 2nd (You/We) person 
perspectives into our research paradigms (All 
mystical experience is thrown out by modern 
worldviews!)
What characterizes postmodern worldviews is 
that Consciousness with a capital “C” is 
struggling to make a comeback (the irony is that 
It never left!). 
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What’s the Difference between 
Postmodern Spirituality & Religion?

A Postmodern Distinction
Spiritual =  Individual
Religious = Institutional

Ken Wilber’s Person-Centered Civil Religion
(One Taste/2000)

Translative (legitimacy, meaning), tend to ignore 
stages of development, feel-good practices
Transformative (authentic, transcendental), focus on 
development, altered states as a mean toward growth
BOTH are important!
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What’s the Difference between 
Postmodern Spirituality & Religion?

Avoid Extremes! If we go too far on the:
Translative spiritual side = narcissism that elevates 
egocentric, adolescent behavior to deep spiritual 
realization
Translative religious side = inhibit growth and arrest 
development
Transformative spiritual side = live in “mental 
caves” and don’t share insights
Transformative religious side = promote “sinful 
self” ideologies that deny the flesh
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What’s the Difference between 
Postmodern Spirituality & Religion?

A Middle Ground:
Translative Spirituality promotes abundance, 
wellness, and fulfillment
Transformative Spirituality promotes various roads 
toward the Inner Self, the “remembrance” of Source

NWV promotes those sources that provide tools 
for translative and transformative spirituality. 
These tools can be adapted for postmodern 
religious practices as well.
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?

A contemporary translation of the perennial 
wisdom into a postmodern format 
Not offered as dogmatic absolutes, but as a 
flexible framework 
Seth never claimed to be an infallible source*
A revelatory source, NOT a scientific one

Sethism = Seth as only valid or best source, Seth-in-
a-vacuum
Get a second, third, fourth, etc. opinion!
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?
Central Theme = YCYOR
Who is this “you” who creates 100%?

How does Causal Consciousness function in relation 
to physical and nonphysical fields?

Ontology: the nature of be-ing
(I) Focus personality (Jane-like)
(I) Source Self (Seth-like)
(I) Primary Pyramid Gestalts (Life Clouds)

I-I-I create my reality!
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?
Epistemology: how do we know what constitutes 
“the truth” and evidence thereof?

The eye of flesh (empiricism, five senses and 
extensions, monological)
The eye of mind (intellect, reason, mental, dialogical)
The eye of spirit (deep intuitions, inner senses, 
translogical)

Seth’s High Intellect (UR, Vol. 1)
“A superb blend of deep intuitions [inner senses] and 
intellect that forms a higher cognitive faculty.”
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?

Towards Dream-Art Sciences. Exemplars:
dream art scientist ~ a generic scientist
true mental physicist ~ a physicist
complete physician ~ a healer
dream archeologist ~ a psychologist or 
psychiatrist
the gifted amateur ~ an expert in any field 
without the dogmatic limitations of repressive 
organizational cultures.
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?
Natural Law: All CUs, EEs, and Quantum 
Fields, all perspectives (I, We, It, Its) are innately 
imbued with the propensity for:

Value Fulfillment
Energy Transformation
Spontaneity
Durability
Creation
Consciousness
Capacity For Infinite Mobility
Changeability & Transmutation
Cooperation
Quality Depth
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?
Sethics: Stages of Moral Development 
(Kohlberg, Gilligan, Others)

egocentric (me)
ethnocentric (us)
worldcentric (all of us)
Kosmocentric (all beings in all fields)

Morals = values in toto (right and wrong, good 
and bad, healthy and pathological, etc.) 
Ethics = those values at each stage
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How Does The Seth Material Fit In?

Sethics: Practicing Idealism (Moral 
Imperatives)
1. “Thou shalt not violate.” (Nature of Personal 

Reality)
2. “We have never told anybody to do anything, except 

face up to the abilities of consciousness.” (Mass 
Events)

3. A call to Practicing Idealism. (Mass Events)
4. “The ends don’t justify the means.” (Mass Events)
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Seth Focuses on Transformation

Calls to transformation
The Seth Material, and its expansion in 
other sources like Elias and Kris, are based 
upon a call to transformation, and are not
limited to translation.*
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The Seth Material is Incomplete!
Omissions: 

Chakras, subtle energy bodies
Dealing with the shadow, a contribution of Freud, 
Jung, and many others
Hints at, but does not focus on nondual, 
formlessness, shunyata, emptiness…

Why?
Because it’s a critical foundation that is being 
continued in the Elias forum and Kris Chronicles, 
among others….
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The Seth Material as Foundation
The Seth, Elias Comparative Overview
(2001)

Now an eBook in PDF, Word, and HTML
The Kris Material in Relation to Seth and 
Elias (2003)

An outline and overview
Ken Wilber’s Integral Spirituality (2006)

Book and available online
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What’s the Difference Between 
Channeling & Mediumship?

Mediumship = modern forms allow dead people 
to talk to loved ones. Jane did this once!
Channeling = mainstream term, allow wider 
Aspects to communicate, usually provide helpful 
maps and practices
Channeling is a three thousand year old recorded 
tradition in which people speak in an “inspired” 
state and deliver useful information geared 
toward cultural needs and challenges. 
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Is Channeling a Developmental 
Intelligence We All Possess?

Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences = 
emotional, musical, kinesthetic, inter/intra-
personal, mathematic, linguistic, etc. (1980s)
Wilber = lines or streams of development (1981)
Channeling is a spectrum of dissociative states 
that range from mild to extreme:

Mild forms include autotyping, peak experiences, 
Ouija board, etc.
Extreme forms include secondary personalities*
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What and Who is Seth?

An “energy personality essence” that is no longer 
focused in physical reality
Does Seth have an autonomous existence in 
another field of consciousness?
Bridge Personality = neither fully Seth, nor fully 
Jane, a hybrid (that develops in stages)
Personagram = Aspect Psychology*
When we ask who and what is Seth, then, we also 
ask, “who and what are we?”
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Why an Integral Approach?

Integral = balanced, inclusive, comprehensive
Provides a thorough method to explore this “you” 
who creates 100% of its reality
Combines the “gems” of premodern, modern, and 
postmodern research 
Doesn’t reject any approach 100%
Seeks enduring truths
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What is the Integral Approach?
A viable postmodern theory of consciousness

A set of checks and balances that “transcends yet 
includes” the best practices of premodern, modern, 
and postmodern paradigms 
It can be applied to research, business, politics, 
education, health care, spirituality, and well, 
everything!

Two highly developed integral theories currently 
available:

Spiral Dynamics Integral by Don Beck
AQAL (ah-qwal) by Ken Wilber
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Wilber’s AQAL*
Quadrants (I, We, It, Its = basic perspectives)

Interiors, exteriors, individual, and collective
Levels (Permanent: Matter, Body, Mind, Soul, 
Spirit)

The general altitude or “center of gravity” of our 
overall stage of development at any time. 

Lines (Multiple Intelligences)
Why we’re good at some things and not others

States (Temporary)
Waking, dreaming, deep dreamless, meditative, drug-
induced, peak, etc.

Types (male/female, enneagram, Myers-Briggs, 
Seth’s families of consciousness [intention])
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
The phrase “conscious creation” has been around 
for decades. Lynda Dahl associated it with the 
Seth Material and YCYOR.
So conscious creation and YCYOR often 
represent the core ideas in the Seth material. 
However, we can trace a version of YCYOR to 
Phineas Quimby (1802-1866) and the New 
Thought Movement in the USA.
Further, it extends back to the idealist
philosophers Plato (4th cen. BCE), Plotinus (2nd

cen. CE), to Fichte, Hegel, Schelling, and others.
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?

Jane Roberts’s The Physical Universe as Idea 
Construction (1963), the manuscript that 
preceded Seth’s emergence, and the Seth 
Material that followed are variations of Western 
idealism.
Two Main Similarities between Seth/Jane and 
Idealism:

Universe As Multiverse: All-That-Is as nested fields 
of physical, subtle, and causal consciousness.
Involution/Evolution: All-That-Is as Primal Cause 
and Effect.
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
Therefore, conscious creation can’t be limited to 
only the Seth material, because the basic ontology 
of “universe as multiverse” is found in some 
variation in all premodern and modern traditions.
The entire “You” who creates 100% of its own 
reality includes some variation of:

(I) Outer ego/Focus Personality (physical field).
(I) Inner ego/Source Self (subtle field).
(I) Causal Consciousness/Pyramid Gestalts (causal 
field).
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
Involution/Evolution describes the simultaneous 
action of creation in nonphysical and physical 
fields.
Involution (“before the beginning”) describes 
how All-That-Is acts as Primal Cause to create 
causal, subtle, and physical fields.

E.g., Seth’s consciousness units (causal CUs) and 
electromagnetic energy units (subtle EEs) from DEV.
Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) in The Life Divine (1949)
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
Evolution = an order of play in terms of physical 
emergence/Framework 1 only

Teilhard de Chardin = physiosphere, biosphere, 
noosphere
Seth’s Creation Mythos in DEV = similar order…

Thus, “conscious creation” more accurately 
applies to any modern or postmodern body of 
work that explores the simultaneous action of 
involution/evolution in physical, subtle, and 
causal fields.
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
Universe as Multiverse
Involution/Evolution
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
“True but partial”

Premodern traditions have no understanding of 
modern or postmodern evolution
Various modern and postmodern thinkers show the 
driving “Force” behind evolution – natural selection, 
genetic mutations, etc. – to be none other than 
Consciousness, not chance, chaos, or randomness.

Fichte, Hegel, Schelling, Teilhard de Chardin, 
Radhakrishnan, Gopi Krishna, Aurobindo, Wilber, others
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What is Integral Conscious Creation?
Postmodernism attempts to bring Consciousness, 
which was present in premodern worldviews, 
back into the picture while acknowledging the 
advances and limits of modern science.
When we combine an Integral Approach with the 
previous definition of conscious creation, we get 
Integral Conscious Creation (ICC). 
In short, Integral Conscious Creation applies 
the checks and balances of an Integral 
Approach to any conscious creation source to 
help mine its many gems.
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Integral Conscious Creation:

Promotes multiple perspectives yet makes no 
claim to have the final say or one true 
interpretation.
Includes exercises and other practical applications 
that promote personal transformation.
Provides a thorough overview of the core ideas.
Outlines a scalable methodology that anyone can 
use to mine new insights from existing and 
emerging knowledge domains.
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Integral Conscious Creation:
Helps demystify the channeling phenomenon ~ 
one of the thorniest issues for the mainstream to 
come to terms with the Seth, Elias, and Kris 
Material.
Shows how all the above fits into a wider 
organizing principle – emerging postmodern 
worldviews – that affects all people globally, and 
doesn’t unduly privilege genders, races, or special 
interest groups.
Doesn’t reek of scientism, New Age/Religious 
woo-woo, Sethism, Eliasism, or Krisism.
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Who Are Elias and Kris?
Mary Ennis (b.1954) of Brattleboro, VT is the 
source of Elias
Serge Grandbois (b. 1955) of Toronto, ON is the 
source of Kris
Both expand the conceptual foundation laid by 
Seth/Jane Roberts. How?

Provide detailed maps of our multiverse, 
multidimensional psyche, conscious creation as a 
variant of involution/evolution, and more.
Both provide exercises to directly test out the waters. 
(Kris calls his Avatar Yoga). 
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www.eliasforum.org
Over 1,200 Transcripts (over 20,000 pages)
Over 165 Digests (over 5,000 pages)
71 Practices to date
Much more…

http://www.eliasforum.org/
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www.krischronicles.com
Over 300 Transcripts (2,500 pages)
Additional resources: glossary, practices, 
workshops, and more
The International Sessions: biweekly 
teleconferences (Dinner and a Dead Guy)

http://www.krischronicles.com/
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Summary
NWV has a long history the reaches back to 
Maude Cardwell’s Austin Seth Center, Stan 
Ulkowski and Lynda Dahl’s Seth Network Int’l., 
and Michael Steffen, Mary Rouen’s, and our first 
NewWorldView.com
www.newworldview.com is now the first 
Conscious Creation Internet Portal. Grand 
Opening on Sep. 7, 2006!
The Seth Material is our foundation that still sets 
the bar for excellence (“gold standard”)
We use an Integral Conscious Creation approach 
to show how the Seth Material could “take its 
place” in the Western world*

http://www.newworldview.com/
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Questions?
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